We derive a single-letter upper bound to the mismatched-decoding capacity for discrete memoryless channels.
Unlike the achievable rate case, few converse results have been reported in the literature. The only singleletter converse was reported in [9] , where it was claimed that for binary-input DMCs, the mismatch capacity was precisely the LM rate derived in [3] , [4] . Reference [10] provided a counterexample to this converse invalidating its claim, showing that a multiletter multiuser rate from [7] , [8] was higher than the LM rate.
Multiletter converse results were derived in [11] . In particular, for DMCs, [11] shows that for rational decoding metrics, the probability of error cannot decay faster than O(n −1 ) for rates above the achievable rate in [3] , [4] .
In this paper, we propose a single-letter upper bound to the mismatch capacity that is shown to match the mismatch capacity in the cases where it is known, and yield strict improvements over the matched capacity in cases where the mismatch capacity is unknown. The bound is cast as a max-min optimization of the mutual information between the input and a transformation of the channel, such that a maximum-likelihood decoding error on the transformed channel implies a mismatched-decoding error in the original channel. The bound is shown to be convex-concave and an efficient algorithm to compute the bound is provided. The convexity analysis of the bound shows that the multiletter version cannot improve over its single-letter version.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II we introduce notation and preliminaries. In Section III we introduce our main result and discuss its application to some examples. Sections IV, V, VI and VII provide the proof of our main result. In particular, in Section IV, we construct a graph between different type classes as a key first step of the proof of our upper bound. In Section V, we prove a theorem that relates the maximumlikelihood decoding errors on a constructed auxiliary channel V and mismatched decoding errors on channel W . In Section VI we connect the continuous distributions to the theorems we have derived by the method of types in the previous sections. Section VII gives the final steps of the proof. In Section VIII we show that the optimization problem implied by our bound is a convex-concave optimization problem and we derive the corresponding KKT conditions. Section IX discusses the computation of the bound and proves the convergence of an efficient iterative algorithm. In Section X we use the KKT conditions derived for the single-letter bound and show that the multiletter version of the bound cannot improve over its single-letter counterpart.
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
We assume input and output alphabets are X = {1, 2, · · · , J} and Y = {1, 2, · · · , K}, respectively. We denote the channel transition probability by W (k|j) and define W ∈ R J×K as the matrix defined by the channel W (j, k) = W (k|j). A codebook C n is defined as a set of M sequences C n = x(1), x(2), · · · , x(M ) , where x(m) = x 1 (m), x 2 (m), · · · , x n (m) ∈ X n , for m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M }. A message m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M } is chosen equiprobably and x(m) is sent over the channel. The channel produces a noisy observation y = (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n ) ∈ Y n according to W n (y|x) = Rate R > 0 is said to be achievable if for any ǫ > 0 there exists a sequence of length-n codebooks {C n } ∞ n=1 such that |C n | ≥ 2 n(R−ǫ) , and lim inf n→∞ P e (C n ) = 0. The capacity of W , denoted by C(W ) or C(W ), is defined as the largest achievable rate.
The decoder that minimizes the error probability is the maximum-likelihood (ML) decoder, that produces the message estimatem according tom = arg max i∈{1,2,··· ,M} W n y|x(i) .
(
In certain situations, it is not possible to use ML decoding and instead, the decoder produces the message estimatem asm = arg max i∈{1,2,··· ,M} d x(i), y ,
where, d x(i), y = n ℓ=1 d x ℓ (i), y ℓ (5) and d : X × Y → R is the decoding metric. We will refer to this decoder as d-decoder. When d(x, y) = log W (y|x), the decoder is ML, otherwise, for a general decoding metric d the decoder is said to be mismatched [1] [2] [3] [4] . We define the metric matrix D ∈ R J×K with entries D(j, k) = d(j, k). The average and maximal error probabilities of codebook C n under d-decoding are respectively denoted by P d e (C n ) and P d e,max (C n ). The mismatch capacity C d (W ) or C d (W ) is defined as supremum of all achievable rates with d-decoding.
Lower bounds for the mismatch capacity have been studied extensively using random coding techniques.
Specifically, the i.i.d. random coding ensemble is known to achieve the generalized mutual information (GMI) which can be written as [12] ,
An improved lower bound, known as the LM rate, is derived by employing constant composition random coding [3] , [4] ,
The above rate has an intuitive explanation. The maximization is over all input distributions, and the minimizations is over all auxiliary channels V Y |X with two properties. First, equal output marginal P X ×V Y |X = P X ×W , such that for all k ∈ Y j∈X P X (j)V Y |X (k|j) = j∈X P X (j)W (k|j).
This implies that the distribution of the received sequence needs to be the same for both channel W and auxiliary channel V Y |X whenever the input codeword is chosen from composition P X . The second condition
can be rewritten as, j,k P X (j)V Y |X (k|j)d(j, k) ≥ j,k LM rates are ensemble tight, i.e. the ensemble average error probability tends to one exponentially for rates exceeding the GMI and LM rates, respectively. Both of the bounds above are known not to be tight in general.
It is known that the GMI and LM rates can be improved by considering their multiletter counterparts [1] .
The method of types [13, Ch. 2] will be used extensively in this paper. We recall some of the basic definitions and introduce some notation. The type of a sequence x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) ∈ X n is a column vector representing its empirical distribution, i.e.,p x (j) = 1 n n i=1 1{x i = j}. The set of all types of X n is denoted by P n (X ). For p X ∈ P n (X ), the type class T n (p X ) is set of all sequences in X n with type p X , T n (p X ) = {x ∈ X n |p x = p X }. Throughout the paper, for two J × K matrices M 1 , M 2 representing conditional types we define
The joint type of sequences x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) ∈ X n and y = (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n ) ∈ Y n is defined as a matrix representing their empirical distributionp xy (j, k) = 1 n n i=1 1{x i = j, y i = k}. The conditional type of y given x is the matrixp
The set of all conditional types on Y n given X n is denoted by P n (Y|X ). For p Y |X ∈ P n (Y|X ) and sequence
Similarly, we can define the joint type of x, y,ŷ, as the empirical distribution of the triplet. For j ∈ X and
We define the joint conditional type of y,ŷ given x ∈ T n (p X ) aŝ
The set of all joint conditional types is denoted by P n (YŶ|X ). Additionally, for p YŶ |X ∈ P n (YŶ|X ) we define:
The mutual information is defined as
. Definition 1: Let P YŶ |X be a joint conditional distribution and define the set
We say that P YŶ |X is a maximal joint conditional distribution if for all (j, k 1 , k 2 ) ∈ X × Y × Y,
Moreover, if p YŶ |X ∈ P n (YŶ|X ) satisfies the same condition, we call it a maximal joint conditional type.
For a given decoding metric d, we define the set of maximal joint distributions to be M max (d).
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The above definition will become helpful when relating decoding errors in channel P Y |X = W under ddecoding to errors in channel PŶ |X under ML decoding.
Definition 2: Let C n = {x(1), · · · , x(M )} and m be the transmitted message. We say that the decoder makes a type conflict error for a given y ∈ Y n if there is at least one codeword x(i) = x(m) such that that
If there is a type conflict error, every decoder that makes a decision based on the joint type between the channel output and the candidate codewords (α-decoder) makes an error, including ML and d-decoding; the converse is not true. With the same method developed in the paper, it can be shown that the type conflict error probability over channel W goes to 1 exponentially for R > C(W ); even with a genie-aided ML decoder knowing the exact conditional typep y|x(m) , the error probability would still tend to 1 exponentially above capacity.
III. MAIN RESULT
In this section, we introduce the main result and discuss some of its properties.
Theorem 1: Let W, d be channel and decoding metric, respectively. We defineR d (W ) as follows
If R >R d (W ), ∃n 0 ∈ N and E d sc (R) > 0 such that for n > n 0 , the error probability of codebook C n of length n and M ≥ 2 nR codewords satisfies P d e,max (C n )
Proof: The proof is developed over the next sections of the paper. The main idea behind proof of Theorem 1 is that of lower-bounding the error probability of a codebook C n with d-decoding over channel W by that of the same codebook over a different channel V with ML decoding, with V = PŶ |X as per the theorem statement. We will be able to construct a graph G in the output space such that if ML decoding over V makes a type conflict error for some y ∈ Y n , then, the d-decoder makes an error for someŷ ∈ Y n connected to y in G.
This result is derived by using the max-min inequality:
≤ min
= min
As it will be shown in Section VIII, Eq. (20) actually holds with equality. Moreover, Theorem 1 characterizes a family of bounds to the mismatch capacity, not only the minimum in (17) . The above property is helpful to April 7, 2020 DRAFT construct bounds without necessarily performing the optimization. As an instance of the above result, setting Y such that P Y |X = W andŶ = Y makes P Y Y |X a maximal joint conditional distribution (Def. 1). Therefore,
. Moreover, the bound above can be used for a specific input distribution. In the proof it is evident that the bound remains valid for any fixed input distribution, not only the maximizing one. 
which is precisely the condition in the definition of S d (k 1 , k 2 ).
The above property from [1] suggests that for binary-input channels, the mismatch capacity C d (W ) is only a function of the metric difference d(1, y) − d(2, y). In the remainder of this section, we show a sufficient condition for C d (W ) < C(W ) for binary-input channels based on the above observation.
Definition 3:
We say that two sequences
We have the following result for |X | = 2. 
A. Examples
In the following, we discuss the applicability of our upper bound to two relevant cases. First, we show that our bound recovers known results on binary-input binary-output channels. Next, we show that our bound makes a non-trivial improvement over the channel-metric combination used in [10] to state the counterexample to Balakirsky's result [9] . 
Without loss of generality we assume a + d ≥ b + c. We show the following known result [1] : ifâ +d <b +ĉ thenR d (W ) = 0. On the other hand, ifâ +d ≥b +ĉ, thenR d (W ) = C(W ). 
We chose the joint conditional distribution in Table I .
It can be checked that indeed it is a valid joint conditional distribution for 0 ≤ r 1 ≤ a and 0 ≤ r 2 ≤ d, and that k2 P YŶ |X (j, k 1 , k 2 ) = P Y |X (j, k 1 ) = W (k 1 |j). In order to check its maximality, we first notice
Thus, since every j ∈ X is such that j ∈ S d (k 1 , k 2 ), the corresponding four entries can be nonzero. As for entry (1, 1, 2) (resp. (2, 2, 1)), using the assumptionâ +d <b +ĉ we have that S d (k 1 , k 2 ) = {1} (resp .
, and thus they both can be nonzero. Since by assumptionâ +d <b +ĉ, it can be checked that for entry (2, 1, 2), S d (k 1 , k 2 ) = {1}, and thus we must have P YŶ |X (j, k 1 , k 2 ) = 0. Similarly for entry
Without loss of generality assume that a is the largest element of W . By setting r 1 = r 2 = a−c 2 = d−b 2 we obtain
Since C(PŶ |X ) = 0, we have that C d (W ) ≤ 0.
Case 2:â +ê ≥b +ĉ
In [4] it is shown that the LM achievable rate is equal to C(W ). Therefore, our upper-bound also matches the achievable rate.
Example 2:
We consider the channel and metric studied in [10] to show a counterexample to [9] 
In this case, the LM rate is R LM d (W ) = 0.1975 while the rate achieved by a multiletter extension of order ℓ = 2 of superposition coding gives R SC, (2) d (W ) = 0.1991 [10] .
We choose the maximal P YŶ |X in Table II such that P Y |X = W , which happens to be the optimal one (see Section IX for details). By marginalizing over Y we find that
We obtain thatR d (W ) = 0.6182 bits/use, while the capacity is C(W ) = 0.7133 bits/use. April 7, 2020 DRAFT In the above example, if we change d(2, 2) from 0.5 to 1, the same P YŶ |X in Table II remains maximal (and optimal) and givesR d (W )) = 0.6182 bits/use, matching the LM rate [4] . 
Now for any two fixed outputs k 1 , k 2 ∈ Y, there are a few different possibilities. First, if there is an input j ∈ X such that, W (k 1 |j) = 0 and W (k 2 |j) > 0 then clearly j ∈ S d (k 1 , k 2 ). Thus, P YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) could potentially be non-zero. Yet, since P YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) ≤ W (k 1 |j), then, P YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) = 0 if W (k 1 |j) = 0.
Instead, if there is no input j ∈ X such that W (k 1 |j) = 0 and W (k 2 |j) > 0, then
If {j ∈ X |W (k 1 |j) > 0} = {j ∈ X |W (k 2 |j) > 0}, then, outputs k 1 and k 2 can be merged without affecting C eo (W ) [14] . Otherwise, outputs k 1 and k 2 cannot be merged.
Consider now the following ternary-input quaternary-output channel that cannot be simplified by merging,
The Shannon capacity of W is C(W ) = 0.7854 bits/use and our upper bound givesR d (W ) = 0.6232 bits/use. The LM rate computed by an exhaustive search over the input distributions is R LM d (W ) = 0.4292 bits/use. As observed from the numbers, in all cases our bound non-trivially improves on the Shannon capacity.
IV. GRAPH CONSTRUCTION
In this section, we outline how to construct a graph between two different conditional types obtained from a joint conditional type. April 7, 2020 DRAFT
E} be a regular bipartite graph with vertex sets V 1 and V 2 , edge set E and degrees r 1 on vertex set V 1 and r 2 on vertex set V 2 . For B ⊂ V 2 we define the set of vertices in V 1 connected to B as
Analogously for B ⊂ V 1 , the set Ψ 12 (B) is defined similar to (34).
E} is a regular bipartite graph with degrees r 1 > 0, r 2 > 0. Then, for any
Proof: Let B ⊂ V 2 and consider Ψ 21 (B). There are exactly r 2 |B| edges between B and Ψ 21 (B). Since each vertex in Ψ 21 (B) is connected to at most r 1 vertices of B we have
which implies that
Since there are exactly r 1 |V 1 | = r 2 |V 2 | edges in the graph, the result follows by substituting r2 r1 = |V1| |V2| in (37).
Our aim is to construct a graph between different two conditional type classes, in order to be able to relate type conflict errors of codebook C n over channel V and errors of C n over channel W under d-decoding.
Suppose p YŶ |X ∈ P n (YŶ|X ) is an arbitrary joint conditional type. We construct a graph between T n x (p Y |X ) and T n x (pŶ |X ), the corresponding conditional type classes.
has the following edge set:
| is independent of the chosen x, y, but dependent on the joint type p XY . Therefore, the total number of edges that are connected to any given y ∈ T n x (p Y |X ) is equal to |T n yx (p YŶ |X )| (see (14) ). This proves the left-regularity, i.e., for vertex set T n x (p Y |X ). The same argument holds forŷ ∈ T n x (pŶ |X ) and therefore the graph is regular. As we show next, the combination of Lemmas 1 and 2 will prove to be helpful. Assume for a codeword x we find a set B ⊂ T n x (pŶ |X ) that yields to type conflict error. Then, the probability of an elementŷ ∈ B being the output of an arbitrary channel V given that the conditional type is pŶ |X , is given by
where the probability is computed w.r.t. an auxiliary memoryless channel V , i.e., P ŷ|x is sent
and equality holds because all elements of T n x (pŶ |X ) are equally likely to appear at the output when x is sent. Now if the graph G x (p YŶ |X ) is connecting a type conflict error to a d-decoder error, by Lemma 1 we show
Now by the same argument as in (40) we have
Combining (42) and (41) we get
As a result, we get a lower bound on the probability of error of the d-decoder in channel W as a function of type conflict errors in channel V . In the next section we prove that a graph constructed based on a maximal joint conditional type has the property of connecting type conflict errors to d-decoder errors.
V. CONNECTING ERRORS
We next introduce a property of maximal joint conditional types and use it to relate type conflict and ddecoding errors.
Proof: From the definition of type, for anyx ∈ X n ,
Now, if we use the above equation once by settingx = x and once by settingx =x we get
We continue by bounding d(x,ŷ) − d(x, y) as
where (46) follows from the definition of metric and type, since for a joint typep xy we have that d(x, y) = n j,kpxy (j, k)d(j, k), (47) follows from upper-bounding (d(j, k 2 ) − d(j, k 1 )) by max j (d(j, k 2 ) − d(j, k 1 )), April 7, 2020 DRAFT (48) follows from (45), (49) follows from the maximality of p YŶ |X (see Definition (1)) and graph construction G x (p YŶ |X ) (see Definition (5)) and (50) follows again from the metric definition. Now, using the fact thatŷ ∈ T n x (pŶ |X ) ∩ T n x (pŶ |X ) we get a type conflict error, i.e.,pŷ |x =pŷ |x . Thus, d(x,ŷ) = d(x,ŷ). Finally, combining with (50) we get the desired result d(x, y) ≤ d(x, y), i.e., a d-decoding error.
The condition of the Lemma says that ifŷ ∈ T n x (pŶ |X ) ∩ T n x (pŶ |X ) and if x,x ∈ C n , by observingŷ when x is sent, there will be a type conflict error. Moreover, if such aŷ is connected to y in G x (p YŶ |X ), then, based on (43), by observing y when x is sent, the d-decoder makes an error.
Definition 6:
Let W be a channel and p X ∈ P n (X ) an input type. We define the channel type neighborhood as the set of conditional types that are close to W ,
The previous result showed that if p YŶ |X is a maximal joint conditional type, then type conflict errors in
The lemma below shows that for every empirical conditional typeŴ close to the channel W there exists a maximal joint conditional type, that can be used to relate type conflict errors of a type close to V to d-decoder errors over W .
Lemma 4:
Let p X ∈ P n (X ) be an input type and p min
Proof: If ǫ > 1 then there is nothing to prove. So let ǫ < 1, For j ∈ X and k 1 , k 2 ∈ Y, choose p YŶ |X (j, k 1 , k 2 ) to be either
such that for every j ∈ X we have k1,k2
Such a choice is possible since
Moreover, when p X (j) = 0 define p YŶ |X (j, k 1 , k 2 ) as in (13) . The above choice implies that for every j ∈ X such that p X (j) > 0 and any k 1 , k 2 ∈ Y,
Moreover, based on (52) and (53) p YŶ |X is maximal, since p YŶ |X (j, k 1 , k 2 ) is non-zero either when k 1 = k 2 or for the same entries that P YŶ |X is non-zero. As a result of (57) for every j ∈ X such that p X (j) > 0 we have that
and thus,
where (63) follows from (60) and (61). Now, construct p ′ YŶ |X from p YŶ |X in the following way. For any
We can do this because
Then marginalizing overŶ we get p ′Ŷ
Therefore by the triangle inequality and (61) we get |p ′Ŷ |X (j, k 2 ) − pŶ |X (j, k 2 )| ≤ 2Kǫ. In the next theorem, we show that if P YŶ |X is a maximal joint conditional distribution and M is large enough, then we will find many type conflict errors over conditional types close to V = PŶ |X . These are then linked to d-decoding errors over channel W = P Y |X . April 7, 2020 DRAFT Theorem 3: Let C n be a codebook with M codewords and composition p X with p min ∆ = min j,p X (j)>0 p X (j).
Let P YŶ |X be a maximal joint conditional distribution such that and
If for some integer a ≥ 2, for every x ∈ T n (p X ) and for all i ∈ {1, · · · , t} we have that
then, there exists a codeword x(m) ∈ C n such that
The above theorem gives us a sphere-packing type of bound. From the method of types we know that
where the approximation comes from the definition and properties of the neighborhood introduced in Definition 6 (see Section VII for more details). Therefore, inequality (71) approximately implies that Proof: From the assumption (71) above we know ∀x ∈ T n (p X ):
The first step is to show that there is a codeword x(m) ∈ C n such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t a large proportion of T n x(m) (V i ) have the same conditional type V i with at least a other codewords in C n , yielding type conflict error. More precisely, we wish to show that there is a codeword x(m) ∈ C n and a family of sets
This implies that we can find a family of sets
We prove this result by using proof by contradiction. Suppose there is no such x(m) with such family
Then, there is no x ∈ C n , such that a family F = {B i } with the above properties exists. Therefore, for any x ∈ C n there is a set A x with the following properties:
Now consider any 1 ≤ i ≤ t and anyŷ ∈ T n (q i ). Using the fact that there are at most (n + 1) J(K−1) conditional types p Y |X that p Y = q i , if thisŷ is a member of more than a(n + 1) J(K−1) sets A x , we have at least a + 1 sets Ax (1) (1), · · · ,x(a) ∈ C n and for the same 1 ≤ i 1 ≤ t. Supposeŷ ∈ Ax (1) ∩ A x(2) · · · ∩ Ax (a+1) . Then we have,
which contradicts the third condition that the sets A x must satisfy.
As a result, in order not to contradict the third assumption, assume that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t each element of T n (q i ) is an element of at most a(n + 1) J(K−1) sets A x . Now considering the fact that A x ⊂ T n x (V i ) and each element of T n (q i ) is in at most a(n + 1) J(K−1) sets A x we get the following
On the other hand,
where (78) follows from the second property of the sets A x and (79) is from second condition of the Theorem (71). The above two above inequalities give us a contradiction. Therefore, we can find a codeword x(m) ∈ C n with a family of sets F = {B i } such that B i ⊂ T n x(m) (V i ) are large enough and yield type conflict errors with at least a codewords.
We proceed by using the assumption that P YŶ |X is a maximal joint conditional distribution. Since P YŶ |X is maximal, based on Lemma 4 for any W ∈ N ǫ 2 ,p X (W ) we can find a maximal joint conditional type p YŶ |X such that p Y |X = W and pŶ |X = V i ∈ N ǫ,p X (V ). Construct the graph G x(m) (p YŶ |X ) for the codeword x(m)
we found above, connecting T n x(m) (W ) and T n x(m) (V i ). If y ∈ T n x(m) (W ) is connected toŷ ∈ T n x(m) (V i ), by the maximality of p YŶ |X and Lemma 3 we have that d y, x(m) ≤ d y, x ′ (r) for r = 1, 2, · · · , a.
(80)
The above inequality implies that if x(m) is transmitted and y ∈ T n x(m) (W ) is the channel output, the probability of correct d-decoding is at most 1 a+1 because there are a other codewords x ′ (1), x ′ (2), · · · , x ′ (a) ∈ C n for which the decoding metric is higher, i.e. d y, x(m) ≤ d y, x ′ (r) for 1 ≤ r ≤ a. Now we count the number of y ∈ T n x(m) (W ) that cause a d-decoding error. Recall that form Definition 4, the set of all y ∈ T n x(m) (W ) which are connected to aŷ ∈ B i in graph G x(m) (p YŶ |X ) was denoted by Ψ 21 (B i ). In the following, we give a lower bound on |Ψ 21 (B i )| based on Lemma 1. So far we have proved the following facts:
1) There exists a codeword x(m) ∈ C n and a family of sets
Now we count the number of elements of Ψ 21 (B i ) in G x(m) (p YŶ |X ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, since the d-decoder makes errors on elements of Ψ 21 (B i ). Now using the fact that |B i | ≥ a−1 a |T n x(m) (V i )| and using Lemma 1 with
In the remaining part of the proof we relate |Ψ21(Bi)|
|T n
x(m) (W )| to the probability of error. Suppose x(m) is sent over the channel and y is received. Now note by the definition of conditional type, all elements of T n x(m) (W ) are equally likely to appear at the output of the channel when x(m) is sent. Therefore, for every y 0 ∈ T n x(m) (W ),
where (86) follows since W n ȳ|x(m) is the same for allȳ ∈ T n x(m) (W ). Now we get the following inequality
where (88) follows from definition of conditional probability, (91) follows from (86), (92) follows since
, (93) follows from (81) and (94) from (84). In the last step we have the following inequality,
where (95) follows from the definition of conditional probability, (98) follows from inequality (94) and (99) follows from the definition of N ǫ 2 ,p X (W ). This concludes the proof.
VI. FROM TYPES TO DISTRIBUTIONS
It is known that if rate R > 0 is achievable then for any ǫ > 0 there exists constant composition codes of rate R − ǫ whose probability of error tends to 0. In the following lemma, we prove that if rate R is achievable, then, for any ǫ > 0 there exist constant composition codes of rate R − ǫ with vanishing probability of error that have the additional property that their composition p n ∈ P n (X ) is such that if p n (j) > 0, then p n (j) ≥ δ for δ > 0 independent of n, for all j = 1, . . . , J.
Definition 7: Let C n be a codebook. We say thatĈn is a δ-reduction of C n if there exists a sub-codebook C n ⊆ C n of composition p X ∈ P n (X ) such thatĈn is obtained by eliminating all symbols in the set I = {j ∈ X | p X (j) < δ} fromĈ n .
Lemma 5: Let R > 0 be a rate, then for any ε > 0 there exists a δ > 0 independent of n such that for any codebook C n of rate R there exists a δ-reduction constant composition codebookĈn with the following properties:n
Proof: For any n > 0 we know |P n (X )| ≤ (n + 1) |X |−1 . Therefore, by the pigeonhole principle, any codebook C n contains a constant composition sub-codebookĈ n of type p n and such that |Ĉ n | ≥ |Cn| (n+1) |X |−1 codewords. Let I = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i t } ⊂ X be the set of all symbols j ∈ X that p n (j) < δ. Then, there are n np n (i 1 ), np n (i 2 ), · · · , np n (i t ) = n! np n (i 1 ) ! np n (i 2 ) ! · · · np n (i t ) ! n − t j=1 np n (i j ) !
possible places for symbols of set I in a string of length n. For ease of notation we use the following notation n np n (I) = n np n (i 1 ), np n (i 2 ), · · · , np n (i t )
.
As a result, by again using the pigeonhole principle, there exists a sub-codebookĈ n ⊆ C n with |Ĉ n | ≥ |Cn| (n+1) |X |−1 ( n np n (I) ) codewords where all symbols in set I are in the same position. By being in the same position we mean that the codewords ofĈ n have all symbols i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i t in the same position. Let Z ⊂ {1, · · · , n} April 7, 2020 DRAFT be set of positions where symbols in I are placed. We then form the δ-reducted codebookĈn by shortening the codewords ofĈ n such that symbols in positions in Z are removed. The rate of this codebook is therefore 1 n log(|Ĉn|) ≥ 1 n log(|Ĉn|) ≥ 1 n log |C n | (n + 1) |X |−1 n np n (I) .
(105)
By using Stirling's factorial formula we upper-bound the contribution of the multinomial coefficient by the entropy as follows
where H(q 1 , · · · , q m ) = − m i=1 q i log q i denotes the entropy function of probability mass function with m nonzero mass points with probabilities q 1 , · · · , q m and (108) follows from observing that p n (i 1 ), p n (i 2 ), ..., p n (i t ) ≤ δ, t ≤ |X | − 1 and the fact that δ can be chosen sufficiently small.
Summarizing, we get the following inequality
Now choosing δ in a way that H(δ, δ, ..., δ |X |−1 , 1 − (|X | − 1)δ) < ε we get the desired result.
It remains is to show that P d e,max (Ĉn) ≤ P d e,max (C n ).
This directly follows from the fact that all symbols in I are in the same position in the codebookĈ n . Let us define α : Y n → Yn as the function that gets a string y ∈ Y n and gives α(y) ∈ Yn by eliminating the symbols in positions in the set Z. Moreover, let µ :Ĉ n →Ĉn that performs the same operations on the codewords of 
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x ∈Ĉ n is equal to probability of error of µ(x) ∈Ĉn. Thus, P d e,max (Ĉn) = P d e,max (Ĉ n )
SinceĈ n is a sub-codebook of C n ,
Combining (115) and (116) completes the proof.
The above result is proved because in order to use the following theorem, we need the frequency of each symbol in any codeword to be proportional to n.
Theorem 4 (Hoeffding's inequality): Assume X i , i = 1, 2, · · · , n are independent random variables taking values on [0, 1]. LetX = 1 n (X 1 + X 2 + · · · + X n ). Then ∀γ > 0
The following lemma is the statement that we need to show that empirical conditional type of the received sequence given the sent message would be close to W .
Lemma 6: Let x ∈ T n (p X ) be a codeword, and denote by y the output of channel W when x is sent. Then,
Proof: Let (j, k) ∈ X × Y and assume p x (j) > 0. We know from the definition of types there are np X (j) symbols equal to j ∈ X in x. Without loss of generality assume, x 1 = x 2 = · · · = x np X (j) = j. Now define the random variable X i , i = 1, 2, · · · , np X (j) in the following way
As a result, the conditions of Hoeffding's inequality hold for X i , i = 1, 2, · · · , np X (j) and E[X i ] = P[X i = 1] = W (k|j). Therefore, we get the following
Now, lower bounding p X (j) by p min we get
As a result we have
where (123) follows the union bound, (124) follows from (121).
The above result shows that when the frequency of every symbol in the codebook grows proportional to n, then conditional type of the output string given the sent message will be close to W with high probability.
VII. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
In this part we prove the final part of Theorem 1 using the material developed in the previous sections.
for conditional distribution V , V , then for any distribution p on X we have that
The reader is referred to the Appendix for a discussion on the choice of ǫ.
From Lemma 5 with ε = σ 4 , for any codebook C n with M ≥ 2 nR codewords, there exists a δ-reduction constant composition codebookĈn of lengthn and typepn such that (100)-(102) are satisfied. Since the required δ to satisfy the above inequalities is independent of n, then choose N 0 large enough such that ǫ ≥ (17) is a compact set and the minimizer always exists. Now, for any conditional
where (129) follows from (126) and (127).
where i ′ = arg max 1≤s≤t |Tn(q s )| and (132) follows form (130). Now, for n > N 0 we have from (102) with ε = σ 4 , (132) and the condition I(pn,
As a result,
Setting a = 2 
Choosing N 1 such that if n > N 1 is large enough, we bound
Finally, we write,
where (141) 
VIII. CONVEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we show that the optimization (17) is a convex-concave saddlepoint problem. First we argue that the constraints induce a convex set. Proof: Let P YŶ |X and P ′ YŶ |X both satisfy the above constraints. Now for any 0 < λ < 1 we have,
In addition, if for some k 1 , k 2 we have j / ∈ S d (k 1 , k 2 ), both P YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) and P ′ YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) are equal to zero, and so is any linear combination of them. Therefore,
Moreover, I(P X , PŶ |X ) is convex in terms of PŶ |X , and concave in terms of P X . Since PŶ |X is a linear function of P YŶ |X , we get that I(P X , PŶ |X ) is also convex in terms of P YŶ |X . Therefore from the minimax theorem [15] ,R
The rest of this section is devoted to deriving the KKT conditions for the optimization problem in (17) .
Given that I(P X , PŶ |X ) is convex in P YŶ |X and concave in P X , then the KKT conditions are sufficient for global optimality [16] . For convenience, we define f (P X , P YŶ |X ) I(P X , PŶ |X ) and rewrite the optimization problem in (17) as,R
Let P * X , P * YŶ |X be the optimal input and joint conditional distributions in (148) and q * Y be the output distribution induced by P * X and P * Y |X . Then for P * X we have the following constraints:
Let µ j , j = 1, 2, · · · , J be the Lagrange multipliers corresponding the inequalities in (149) and ρ be the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to (150). Therefore, from stationarity we have
Then from the complementary slackness we have µ j P * X (j) = 0 and from the dual feasibility we have µ j ≥ 0 which leads to the separation of the equations (151) in two cases [16] 
And when P * X (j) = 0 we have ∂ ∂P X (j) f (P X , P * YŶ |X )
Note that, because there is no other constraint on µ j , all of the KKT conditions are summarized in (152) and (153). Moreover, computing the derivatives in (152) and (153) gives
Similarly, for P * YŶ |X we have the following constraints. For all j, k 1 , k 2 ∈ X × Y × Y,
where (155) corresponds to P * YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) being a distribution and (156) corresponds to P * YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) ∈ M max (d). Moreover from the constraint P Y |X = W we get for all j,
For the ease of notation, we skip the step of explicitly considering a Lagrange multiplier for (155). Details follow similarly to the above derivation. If we use a Lagrange multiplier λ j,k1 for each of the conditions in (157), we have when P * YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) > 0 ∂ ∂P YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) f (P * X , P YŶ |X )
and when P * YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) = 0 and j ∈ S d (k 1 , k 2 ) we should have ∂ ∂P YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) f (P * X , P YŶ |X )
Explicitly computing the derivative gives
Summarizing, for the KKT optimality conditions of we get the following inequalities
4) If P * YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) = 0 and j ∈ S d (k 1 , k 2 ),
In the next sections, we employ the above KKT conditions to efficiently computeR d (W ) and to analyze the multiletter version of the bound.
IX. COMPUTATION OFR d (W )
In this section, we turn to the computation of the proposed upper boundR d (W ). Before describing the algorithm in detail, we introduce a number of concepts related to convex-concave optimization. Let D ⊂ R n be an open convex set. The standard inner product on R n is denoted by ·, · . A mirror map is a function Ψ : D → R with the following properties:
1) Ψ is strictly convex and continuously differentiable on D, where strict convexity means that for all
2) The range of ∇Ψ is all of R n i.e. ∇Ψ(D) = R n ,
3) The gradient of Ψ diverges on the boundary of D, denoted by ∂D, that is
where · denotes the Euclidean norm.
The Bregmann divergence B Ψ (·, ·) : D × D → R with respect to a mirror map Ψ is defined as
Let D ⊂ R n be a convex set. Function h : D → R is said to be α-strongly convex with respect to norm | · | if it is differentiable on D and for all v 1 , v 2 ∈ D we have
where the norm | · | is not necessarily induced by the standard inner product, i.e. it is not necessarily the Euclidean norm. If the mirror map Ψ : D → R is 1-strongly convex w.r.t. then from the definition (168) for all
We aim to compute the value of the following saddlepoint problem.
For ease of notation and consistency we define E 1 and E 2 be the constraint sets corresponding to the maximization and minimization, respectively,
where E 1 corresponds to the set of distributions over X and E 2 corresponds to the set of maximal joint
There is a natural bijection among the two sets by corresponding u to P YŶ |X whenever for all j, k 1 , k 2 ∈ X × Y × Y we have u(j, k 1 , k 2 ) = P YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j). With a slight abuse of notation let f be defined for vectors v ∈ E 1 , u ∈ E 2 as it is defined for their corresponding distributions P X , P YŶ |X in the previous section i.e. f (v, u) f (P X , P YŶ |X ).
Therefore, with a slight abuse of notation, we rewrite the saddlepoint problem (170) as
In the rest of this section whenever u is used it is considered that u(j, k 1 , k 2 ) = 0 if j / ∈ S d (k 1 , k 2 ), i.e., that the corresponding P YŶ |X ∈ M max (d). Additionally, we choose
and
It is known that the function Ψ 1 (v) = i v(i) log v(i) is 1-strongly convex mirror maps on D 1 w.r.t. norm | · | 1 [17] . Additionally, let Ψ 2 (u) = j,k1,k2 1(j ∈ S d (k 1 , k 2 ))u(j, k 1 , k 2 ) log u(j, k 1 , k 2 ). Note that ∇Ψ 2 is surjective on u ∈ R J×K×K u(j, k 1 , k 2 ) = 0 if j / ∈ S d (k 1 , k 2 ) . Moreover, in all of the computations regarding u we only use the entries u(j, k 1 , k 2 ) such that j ∈ S d (k 1 , k 2 ) and ignore all other entries, i.e. they are set to 0 from the beginning of the algorithm and never change. Therefore, with a slight abuse of notation we say Ψ 2 is 1-strongly convex mirror map on D 2 w.r.t. norm | · | 1 . Note that for Ψ 2 being a mirror map, from the definition we need it to be surjective on R J×K×K , but since in the whole algorithm only the coordinates (j, k 1 , k 2 ) are used such that j ∈ S d (k 1 , k 2 ) and ∇Ψ 2 is surjective on u ∈ R J×K×K u(j, k 1 , k 2 ) = 0 if j / ∈ S d (k 1 , k 2 ) all the properties of a mirror map are preserved. Moreover, the corresponding Bregmann divergences B Ψ1 and B Ψ2 are given by
Note that when v 1 , v 2 ∈ E 1 the Bregmann divergence B Ψ1 (v 1 , v 2 ) reduces to relative entropy between v 1 and v 2 . Similarly, when u 1 , u 2 ∈ E 2 the Bregmann divergence B Ψ2 (u 1 , u 2 ) reduces to relative entropy between u 1 and u 2 . It is known that the Bregmann divergence (176) is convex in both arguments [17] . Similarly, (177) is convex in both arguments as well.
We will use the algorithm mirror prox [18] , known to be able to iteratively find the saddlepoint for convexconcave optimization problems where the gradients ∇ v f (v, u) and ∇ u f (v, u) are Lipshitz functions. Unfortunately, this condition does not hold in our problem, because the gradient is not necessarily finite on the boundries of both E 1 , E 2 . Therefore, first we prove the following result to control the growth of the gradient.
Then using this fact, we add an additional step to the standard mirror prox algorithm and show that it converges to the saddlepoint.
where W min = min j∈X ,k∈Y:
Proof: In the following expressions P X , P YŶ |X correspond to (1 − κ)v ′ + κv 0 , u, respectively. Note that every entry of (1 − κ)v ′ + κv 0 is greater than or equal to 1 T J . As a result, every entry of qŶ , which is output distribution corresponding to P X , P YŶ |X , is either 0 or greater than or equal to Wmin T J . Therefore, (180) follows by
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For ease of notation, let G = max{log(K) + log T J Wmin + 1, log T KJ Wmin + log T J Wmin } in the rest of the paper. From the choices of v 0 , u 0 in (178) and (179), and (176) and (177) we get that for all v ∈ E 1 and u ∈ E 2
Moreover, (188) is true since the relative entropy between a distribution and the uniform distribution is bounded by the logarithm of the alphabet cardinality. Moreover, by definition (179) all of the entries of u 0 are either 0 or not less than Wmin JK . Additionally, by definition of set E 2 , u is equal to zero at entries that u 0 equals to zero. Using these two facts (189) follows. Now let v t and u t , t = 1, 2, . . . , T be defined by the following iterative algorithm, where T is the maximum number of iterations. Let the initial values v 0 , u 0 be chosen from (178) and (179), respectively. The algorithm computes v t+1 as follows
where η t is the stepsize at iteration t. From the definition of mirror map, the range of ∇Ψ 1 is R J , guaranteeing the existence ofṽ t+1 in (190) . Similarly, the algorithm computes u t+1 as follows
Similarly, the range of
, guaranteeing the existence ofũ t+1 in (193).
The following result guarantees the convergence of proposed iterative algorithm to the saddlepoint.
Proposition 1: Let κ = 1 T and the stepsize η t = 1 T . Then, we have:
Proof: We assume several properties of Bregmann divergences without proof. For further details see [17] .
The first-order optimality of Bregmann divergence projections states that for any v * ∈ E 1 [17] 
where for ease of notation we have defined g t
where (198) follows from the definition of convexity of f , (201) follows from Hölder's inequality [19] 
Moreover, inequality (202) follows from (169). Now from convexity of B Ψ1 (·, ·) in the second argument we have that This decoding metric definition is consistent with the additive decoder we have defined in (5) . We denote j ∈ X ℓ and k ∈ Y ℓ as the ℓ-letter inputs and outputs, respectively. Let W (ℓ) denote a DMC over input alphabet X ℓ and output alphabet Y ℓ with the channel rule W (ℓ) (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y ℓ )|(x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x ℓ ) = ℓ i=1 W (y i |x i ). Additionally, we define P 
YŶ |X (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y ℓ ), (ŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 , · · · ,ŷ ℓ )|(
X ℓ and Y ℓ ,Ŷ ℓ denote random variables defined on alphabets X ℓ , Y ℓ and Y ℓ , respectively. Moreover, S
In the following lemma we characterize the sets S (ℓ) d (k 1 , k 2 ) and relate them to S d (k 1,i , k 2,i ), i = 1, 2, · · · , ℓ.
Proof: We have arg max
Therefore,
For the above ℓ-letter alphabets and distributions, the construction and analysis of the bound remains unchanged. Therefore, (17) remains valid for its ℓ-letter extension, which can be written as
We have the following result.
Proof: Given that I(P X , PŶ |X ) is convex in P YŶ |X , and concave in P X , the KKT conditions are also sufficient for global optimality. Similarly, I(p X ℓ , P Y ℓŶ ℓ |X ℓ ) is convex in terms of p X ℓ and concave in terms of P Y ℓŶ ℓ |X ℓ . Here we use the optimality conditions derived in the previous section to show that if P * X , P * YŶ |X are the optimal distributions for the single letter bound then P * (ℓ) X , P * (ℓ) YŶ |X are optimal distributions for the multiletter version. If we find a feasible pair P Y ℓŶ ℓ |X ℓ , P X ℓ such that when fixing P Y ℓŶ ℓ |X ℓ , the input distribution P X ℓ is a maximizer of f (·, P Y ℓŶ ℓ |X ℓ ), and when fixing P X ℓ , the joint conditional distribution P Y ℓŶ ℓ |X ℓ is a minimizer of f (p X ℓ , ·), then the pair (P X ℓ , P Y ℓŶ ℓ |X ℓ ) is a saddlepoint.
We need to show that if P * X , P * YŶ |X is a saddlepoint for the single-letter case, then, P * (ℓ)
YŶ |X is a saddlepoint for the multiletter bound. Therefore, we must show that if P * (ℓ) X , P * (ℓ) YŶ |X is a saddlepoint for the multiletter bound, then it must happen that P X ℓ = P * (ℓ)
YŶ |X . Based on the aforementioned argument, it is sufficient to show that P * (ℓ) YŶ |X is a minimizer of (230) by fixing P * (ℓ) X . This is because it is known that 1 ℓ C(P * (ℓ)
Y |X ). In the following lemma we prove that by fixing P * (ℓ) X , then P * (ℓ) YŶ |X satisfies the KKT conditions and hence, it is a minimizer of (230). Before stating the result we recall that the multiletter counterparts of the single-letter KKT conditions given in (163) and (164) hold. Moreover, as in the single-letter case, the multiletter KKT conditions are sufficient for global optimality, because the function f (P * ℓ X , ·) is concave. Using Lemma 10 below completes the proof.
Lemma 10: Let P * X , P * YŶ |X be a saddlepoint for optimization problem (17) . Set P X ℓ = P * (ℓ) X . Then, the joint conditional distribution P * (ℓ) YŶ |X is a minimizer of
Proof: We should show that by setting P X ℓ = P * (ℓ) X , the multiletter versions of the KKT conditions (163) and (164) hold for P * (ℓ) YŶ |X . Generalizing the conditions of (163) and (164) to the multiletter case, and setting P Y ℓŶ ℓ |X ℓ = P * (ℓ) YŶ |X , we should show that for all j, k 1 ∈ X ℓ × Y ℓ there exist multipliers λ j,k1 such that the conditions below are fulfilled. If we show this, then the Lemma is proved because these are precisely the conditions for the minimizer of (232).
1) When P * (ℓ)
2) When P * (ℓ)
YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) = 0 and j ∈ S
Similarly to (160), the derivative in (233) and (234) is given by,
which, by using that in P Y ℓŶ ℓ |X ℓ = P * (ℓ) = P * X (j 1 )P * X (j 2 ) · · · P * X (j ℓ ) log P * Y |X (k 2,1 |j 1 ) q * Y (k 2,1 ) + log P * Y |X (k 2,2 |j 2 ) q * Y (k 2,2 ) + · · · + log P * Y |X (k 2,ℓ |j ℓ ) q * Y (k 2,ℓ )
In order to show that there exist some coefficients λ j,k1 satisfying both (233) and (234), we make a particular choice and show that this choice satisfies both (233) and (234). To this end, define λ j,k1 =      0 P * X (j 1 )P * X (j 2 ) · · · P * X (j ℓ ) = 0 P * X (j 1 )P * X (j 2 ) · · · P * X (j ℓ ) λ j 1 ,k 1,1 P * X (j1) + λ j 2 ,k 1,2 P * X (j2) + · · · + λ j ℓ ,k 1,ℓ P * X (j ℓ ) P * X (j 1 )P * X (j 2 ) · · · P * X (j ℓ ) = 0 (237)
where λ ji,k1,i is the single-letter Lagrange multiplier corresponding to j i and k 1,i . Now, excluding the cases where P * X (j 1 )P * X (j 2 ) · · · P * X (j ℓ ) = 0 where from (236), (233) and (234) the KKT conditions clearly hold, we have two cases 1) When P * (ℓ) YŶ |X (j, k 1 , k 2 ) > 0, then for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ we must have P * YŶ |X (k 1,i , k 2,i |j i ) > 0 and therefore, (163) is valid. We have to verify that this implies that (233) is also valid. Thus,
YŶ |X (238) = P * X (j 1 )P * X (j 2 ) · · · P * X (j ℓ ) log P * Y |X (k 2,1 |j 1 ) q * Y (k 2,1 )
= P * X (j 1 )P * X (j 2 ) · · · P * X (j ℓ ) λ j1,k1,1 P * X (j 1 ) + λ j2,k1,2 P * X (j 2 ) + · · · + λ j ℓ ,k 1,ℓ P * X (j ℓ )
where (240) holds from the single-letter optimality in (163).
YŶ |X (k 1 , k 2 |j) = 0 and j ∈ S (ℓ) d (k 1 , k 2 ), as a result of Lemma 9, we have that S (ℓ) d (k 1 , k 2 ) is a product set, i.e. for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, j i ∈ S d (k 1,i , k 2,i ).
(242)
Moreover, either P * YŶ |X (k 1,i , k 2,i |j i ) > 0 where (163) is satisfied or P * YŶ |X (k 1,i , k 2,i |j i ) = 0 where (164) is satisfied. Now, with these assumptions, we should verify that (234) is valid. We have,
= P * X (j 1 )P * X (j 2 ) · · · P * X (j ℓ ) log P * Y |X (k 2,1 |j 1 ) q * Y (k 2,1 ) + log P * Y |X (k 2,2 |j 2 ) q * X (k 2,2 ) + · · · + log P * Y |X (k 2,ℓ |j ℓ ) q * Y (k 2,ℓ ) (244) ≥ P * X (j 1 )P * X (j 2 ) · · · P * X (j ℓ ) λ j1,k1,1 P * X (j 1 ) + λ j2,k1,2 P * X (j 2 ) + · · · + λ j ℓ ,k 1,ℓ P * X (j ℓ )
where (245) is true because of the single-letter optimality in (163) and (164).
APPENDIX A
In this Appendix we provide the proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, we assume that the sequence d(1, k) − d(2, k) K k=1 is non-decreasing, i.e. for k 1 ≤ k 2 ,
We can assume this, since it is always possible to relabel the output alphabet such that this property is fulfilled.
This assumption simplifies the evaluation of the sets S(·, ·). For k 1 = k 2 we have S(k 1 , k 2 ) = {1, 2}. Moreover, when k 1 < k 2 from (247) and Definition 1, we have that 1 ∈ S(k 1 , k 2 ) and 2 ∈ S(k 2 , k 1 ).
We prove a slightly stronger result. In particular, we prove that the condition C d (W ) = C(W ) implies that sequences P ⋆ X (1) log
April 7, 2020 DRAFT both should have the same order as the decoding metric difference sequence {d(1, k) − d(2, k)} K k=1 , where the notation P ⋆ X refers to the capacity-achieving distribution of W ; q ⋆ denotes the corresponding output distribution. Now assume that C d (W ) = C(W ). Therefore, P ⋆ X , P YŶ |X = P Y Y |X must be a saddle point of (146). As a result, the KKT conditions in (163) and (164) must hold. Observe that
Therefore, combining the KKT conditions in (163) and (164) we obtain, 1) If k 1 = k 2 , for both j = 1, 2 we have
2) If k 1 < k 2 we know 1 ∈ S(k 1 , k 2 ) and 2 ∈ S(k 2 , k 1 )
Therefore we get if k 1 < k 2
(254)
Therefore we get that P ⋆ X (1) log W (k|1) 
we conclude that the sequence {log W (k|1) − log W (k|2)} K k=1 is a non-decreasing sequence.
APPENDIX B
This section is about the choice of ǫ in proof of the main theorem in Section VII. Let f : A → R be a continuous function and A be a compact set. Then this function is uniformly continuous. Now we can use this fact on entropy function H : ∆ J → R where ∆ J = {x ∈ R J |x i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , J} is the J-dimensional simplex. Therefore, for σ 4 there is an ǫ that if p 1 , p 2 ∈ ∆ J are ǫ-close i.e. |p 1 − p 2 | ∞ ≤ ǫ we have
Now let V be matrix of a conditional distribution and V 1 , V 2 , · · · , V J be rows of V . Then for any type p and any other conditional distribution matrixV with rowsV 1 ,V 2 , · · · ,V J we have
